Real Estate Photo Shoot Checklist
In order to provide the best quality photos possible and to ensure the photo shoot goes
safely and smoothly please follow the checklist below. This will help create stunning
photos that will truly stand out and capture the attention of buyers to attract more offers.

GENERAL PREPARATION
❏ Please try to have the house UNOCCUPIED during shooting. Having to constantly move
occupants from room to room greatly slows down and hinders the process. If possible, plan on
not being home and making arrangements with your agent to grant access to your home.
❏ BE READY: All cleaning and staging needs to be done BEFORE I arrive. I may choose to
move small items to better compose a shot but please don’t depend on me to move boxes
around, move furniture, sweep your patio, etc. Please do not plan on “We’ll move things from
room to room as you go”

❏ DECLUTTER: THE most

important thing you can do! Remove as much clutter

as possible. A buyer may not have the same tastes as you. We are trying to show off your
house, not your knicknacks. Remember, the goal isn’t to have your house ready for company,
the goal is to sell the house to strangers! Less is truly more! (Can’t stress this enough!).
❏ SECURE AND REMOVE PETS. All pets must be removed from the property or secured in a
room that will not be accessed or photographed such as a garage. MLS rules prohibit people or
pets from being in the photos. Unsecured pets may wander into a shot therefore ruining it or
possibly knock over photography equipment. For my own safety and for the safety of your pets, I
will not handle them so they must be secured or removed . It’s also a good idea to hide your
pet’s food, water and litter boxes.
❏ USE THE GARAGE FOR STORAGE. The garage is usually the best place to store items
since we typically do not photograph there.
❏ CLEAR AWAY APPAREL: Remove all shoes, umbrellas, purses, backpacks and coats and
jackets from view unless showing off an neatly staged and organized mudroom.
❏ WASH WINDOWS: Windows should be cleaned inside and out if able. Our photography style
shows vivid views through windows. Dirty windows may be visible and detract from the view.
❏ REMOVE SCREENS: For houses that feature a view worth highlighting and to get the truly
highest quality shots of both the interior and exterior, please consider removing the screens from
windows. Our photography style shows vivid views and dirty screens will detract from the shots.
❏ STAGE ALL BLINDS AND CURTAINS: Curtains should be open and evenly matched across
each window in the room. Blinds should be fully raised where there is a pleasant view. If there is
not a pleasant view (such as looking directly at a neighbor’s house) the blinds should be raised
to the halfway position and the blades angled slightly open. It is very important that ALL BLINDS
MATCH each other in a given room.

INTERIOR PREPARATION

❏ TURN ON ALL LIGHTS: Make sure to remember accent lights, lamps and under
cabinet lights as well.
❏ TURN OFF ALL CEILING FANS.
❏ KITCHENS:
● Please remove as much from the counters as possible. It is acceptable to keep 1 or 2
clean, attractive appliances such as a Kitchen Aid or
● microwave on the counter, but all other clutter such as toasters, coffee pots, dish drains,
etc. should be removed.
● Please remove all magnets, pictures, calendars, etc. from the refrigerator.
● Please remove any rugs/mats from the floor.
● Please hide distracting trash cans and store in a closet or garage.
❏ BATHROOMS:
● Please remove toothpaste, toothbrushes, hair products and other personal items from
counters.
● You may leave any decorative soaps, candles, flowers, etc.
● Please remove and hide any rugs/mats from the floor.
● Please remove shampoos, soaps, etc from showers that are tiled and worthy of being
shot. Non tiled showers may be left closed and even used for storage.
● Close all toilet seat lids.

❏ BEDROOMS:
● Please have beds made and have personal items put away.
● Hide medical devices, CPAP machines, medication, oxygen machines cords
and remotes.
● Be sure to declutter desks and dressers.
● Closets are usually not photographed unless they are large walk in closets
worthy of showing off as a selling point. Consider hiding items in closets that
won’t be shot.
● For walk-in closets that will be photographed, doors should be left open so I
know which closets are ready to be photographed.

EXTERIOR PREPARATION

❏ REMOVE ALL VEHICLES: Move all vehicles out of the driveway and away from your home.
Please do not park in front of your home if possible. We want as clear a view of the house as
possible so moving your cars a few houses over when possible helps a lot.
❏ HIDE TRASH CANS: Please place the trash and recycling cans into the garage if possible. If
not, they may be left on the side of the house out of view as much as possible.
❏ HIDE HOSES: Please do this the day prior so watermarks and puddles do not show up in the
photos.
❏ PREP THE YARD: The yard should be mowed 1-2 days prior to shooting and all toys, tools,
branches, etc should be put away. Be sure to rake or blow leaves if necessary.

❏ PICK UP AFTER YOUR PETS: We don’t want the poop in the photos (or on my feet!!!).
Please pick up after your pet!
❏ PREP THE POOL: Remove the cover from the pool (if permitted by the season) and have
the pool vacuumed. Please remove all pool toys and vacuums from the pool. If you have a hot
tub/spa, please remove the cover and turn it on.
❏ REMOVE THE FOR SALE SIGN: For-sale signs are not permissible to be seen in photos
and violate MLS rules. Please remove the sign and store it out of sight. If possible, schedule
sign installation for after the photoshoot.
❏ CLEAN PATIOS AND DECKS: Please clean off outdoor furniture. Remove leaves and other
debris from patios and decks. Please don’t depend on me to sweep your deck or patio.

CONCLUSION

Thank you for taking the time to go through this checklist. By following these steps we
can ensure that we will get the best possible photos of your home. This will greatly help
attract the attention of more buyers. In this digital age, as buyers scroll through listings
of homes on their electronic devices, it is very important to grab their attention so that
they look at your home. High quality photos are the best way to do that. You can
contact your agent for more information or better yet, feel free to contact me directly
with any questions.
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